Engineering Faculty and Staff Awards Reception

Tuesday, April 23, 2013
Order of Events

Welcome - Dean Al Sacco Jr.

Award Introductions - Dr. Audra Morse

Faculty Promotion and Tenure Recognition

Promoted to Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering ................................................................. Tim Dallas  ECE
Promoted to Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering ................................................................. Audra Morse  CEE
Promoted to Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering ................................................................. Lianfa Song  CEE
Promoted to Professor of Chemical Engineering ............................................................................................ Brandon Weeks  CHE
Tenured as an Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering ................................................................. Ronald Hedden  CHE
Tenured and Promoted to Associate Professor of Industrial Engineering .............................................. Jennifer Farris  IE
Tenured and Promoted to Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering ........................... Ranadip Pal  ECE

Staff Awards

University

Texas Tech Alumni Association Top Techsan Award ................................................................. Margaret “Margie” Ceja  CEET
Texas Tech Alumni Association Top Techsan Award ................................................................. Dr. Beccy Hambright  T-STEM
Texas Tech Alumni Association Top Techsan Award ................................................................. Shannon Hutchison  CEE
Matador Award ........................................................................................................................................... Elizabeth Capps  DO
Matador Award ........................................................................................................................................... Dr. Juliusz Warzywoda  DO
Masked Rider Award ................................................................................................................................. Mysti Digby  CS
President’s Award of Excellence .............................................................................................................. Julie Farley  DO
Chancellor’s Award of Excellence ............................................................................................................ Glenna Andrews  CEE
Chancellor’s Colonel Rowan Award for Execution .................................................................................. Jeff Sammons  DO

College

Orval Leroy Lewis Award .......................................................................................................................... Elizabeth Capps  DO
Orval Leroy Lewis Award .......................................................................................................................... Mary Beth Abernathy  CHE
Teaching Awards

University

President’s Excellence in Teaching Award .................................................. Andrew Jackson CEE
Texas Tech Alumni Association New Faculty Award ........................................ Micah Green CHE

College

George T. and Gladys Abell-Hanger Faculty Award ......................................... Rajesh Khare CHE
Dr. Charles Burford Faculty Award .............................................................. Sang-Wook Bae CEE
Lockheed Martin Excellence in Teaching Award ............................................ Micah Green CHE

Research Awards

University

Chancellor’s Council Distinguished Research Award .................................... James Yang ME
Outstanding Researcher Award ................................................................. Michelle Pantoja ME

College

Whitacre Excellence in Research ............................................................. Hongchao Liu CEE
Whitacre Excellence in Research ............................................................. Ronald Hedden CHE
Whitacre Excellence in Research ............................................................. Micah Green CHE

Ed and Linda Whitacre Faculty Fellow ...................................................... Shiren Wang IE

Paul Whitfield Horn Professor Designation

Paul Whitfield Horn Professor ................................................................. Hongxing Jiang ECE

Years of Service Recognition

Closing Remarks - Al Sacco Jr.
Years of Service Awards

Thirty-five Years of Service
Dean's Office................................................................. Pearl Trevino
Electrical and Computer Engineering......................... Sunanda Mitra

Twenty-five Years of Service
Electrical and Computer Engineering.......................... Hermann G. Krompholz
Mechanical Engineering ........................................... Ming-Chien Chyu

Twenty Years of Service
Dean's Office.............................................................. John A. Rivera
Electrical and Computer Engineering......................... James C. Dickens

Fifteen Years of Service
Civil and Environmental Engineering....................... Shannon W. Hutchison

Ten Years of Service
Computer Science...................................................... Joseph N. Rushton
Computer Science..................................................... Eonsuk Shin
Electrical and Computer Engineering....................... Richard O. Gale
Mechanical Engineering ........................................... Yanzhang Ma
Petroleum Engineering .............................................. Waylon V. House

Five Years of Service
Chemical Engineering............................................... Kristina S. Thompson
Civil and Environmental Engineering......................... Lianfa Song
Dean's Office.............................................................. Jeff Sammons
Electrical and Computer Engineering......................... Yu-Chun D. Lie
Electrical and Computer Engineering........................ Jerry Lopez
Electrical and Computer Engineering........................ Ranadip Pal
Electrical and Computer Engineering......................... Vittal S. Rao
Industrial Engineering............................................... Jennifer A. Farris
Industrial Engineering............................................... Shiren Wang
Industrial Engineering............................................... David A. Wyrick
Mechanical Engineering........................................... George D. Gray
Petroleum Engineering............................................... Mohammad R. Awal
Petroleum Engineering............................................... Marshall C. Watson
Pulsed Power and Power Electronics......................... Kathryn M. Flanagan
Pulsed Power and Power Electronics......................... Jonathan M. Parson
TechMRT Center.......................................................... Hao Xu